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Dwarf Galaxy image supplied by ICRAR 

 Astronomers zoom in on IP possibilities 
 
Scientists at the International Centre for Radio Astronomy Research (ICRAR) look to the skies when they 
work, but when it comes to managing the IP they produce their feet are planted firmly on the ground. 
 
The Centre is a collaborative venture involving the University of WA and Curtin University and played a 
big part in helping coordinate Australia’s bid for the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) radio telescope 
project. 

 
Its key focus is carrying out world-class astronomy 
research but it also has to be mindful of the IP it 
creates, either through its staff and projects or in 
partnership with others. 
 

 
“It’s very easy for researchers to file a paper and not see the big picture.  
 
“They might file a paper that then 
destroys the potential confidentiality 
or patentability of an invention, or just 
not even recognise that an invention 
or some other type of intellectual 
property has been created.  
 
“For instance, people might be writing 
some code, it might work for a 
particular application, and no one’s 
even thinking about what else might it 
be applied to.  
 
 
“Our approach at ICRAR has been 
largely of identifying what intellectual 
property assets might be created, and 
then understanding ownership of 
those assets and being able to 
manage them.” 
 

Unprecedented 
An example of astronomy IP being 
created is likely to involve the 
unprecedented amount of data arising 
from the $1.75 billion SKA project. 
 
“It’s potentially in the order of thousands of times the amount of data that someone like a YouTube would 
be uploading into their system every year,” he says. 
 
“YouTube gets something like 48 hours of high-definition vision uploaded to their site every minute. And 
we might be getting a thousand times that level of data.” 
 
For astronomers working at ICRAR and elsewhere, the challenge will be to come up with hardware 
systems to store those huge amounts of data. 
 
“Frankly, some of that technology doesn’t exist at the moment. We are building it,” Pocock says. “And so, 
potentially, there are huge commercial applications for that. 
 

“In a big research environment, it’s very easy 
for intellectual property to get lost,” explains 
Geoff Pocock, ICRAR’s intellectual property 
manager. 
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“But that will come out of collaboration with industry.” 
 
Leveraging your research IP can be lucrative.  
 
Earlier this year, the CSIRO won a $205 million settlement in a court case involving an algorithm it 
devised two decades ago which now underpins WiFi technology. 

Patents 
Although the CSIRO has now made more that $430 million out its legal actions involving its WiFi 
intellectual property, it could have been even more: the CSIRO didn’t take out patents in China, India and 
Latin America. 
 
“But managing IP doesn’t necessarily mean making money out of it,” says Pocock. 
 
“Management means just knowing that it’s there so you can choose what you want to do. 
 
“If you want to write software and release it under open source, you can. But you need to know what 
you’re doing when you do that. 
 
“For instance, if you create a video animation of flying through a galaxy or something of that sort, you 
need to understand that there is copyright in that and potentially there are a lot of different sorts of 
copyright in that animation alone. 
 
“You might be happy to let an educational institution use it as one of their planetarium exhibitions. Then 
someone sees it and says: ‘That would be a really good opening credit for a science fiction movie I’m 
making and it’s going to make me billions of dollars in revenue’.  
 
“Then you might say: ‘We’re happy to give it to someone for educational purposes but if you’re using it 
commercially, we’d like to get something for it’. 
 
“IP management is about making that choice. 
 
“So that’s really been the focus of IP management here at ICRAR, it’s about educating staff and building 
processes so that as IP assets are created we have the mechanism to identify them, capture them, and 
then transact on them as we choose. 
 
“We’re not going to commercialise a lot of the IP that’s being created. 
 
“But from a strategic point of view, we want to be able to manage all of it. 
 
“Because even if there’s only one thing that comes out of it that revolutionises the way data storage is 
done in the global IT industry, then that could be as big as WiFi.” 
 
(For information on ICRAR, go to www.icrar.org ) 
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